A Revolutionary Digital Lending Platform
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Opportunity Overview
Hilco Streambank is delighted to offer the opportunity to acquire the business and assets of Oakam Limited (In Administration) (“Oakam” or the “Company”) on behalf of
the Joint Administrators of the Company, Andrew Tate and James Hopkirk of Kreston Reeves LLP.

The deadline for offers is 4:00pm BST on Tuesday 19th April 2022.
There is additional documentation providing further detail on the Company and its assets in our virtual data room for the sale, access to which can be provided upon
receipt of a signed Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA). It is recommended that interested parties attend a due diligence call with the Company’s management to further
discuss the opportunity.
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Company Highlights

240,000 Customers
An extensive customer
database dating back to 2006

Revenues of £7.2m
Generating strong
profitability

Loan Book Portfolio
A loan portfolio comprising of
over 3,900 loans, with a
principal balance of circa
£2.1m

Brand
Oakam holds a prominent
position in the market with
over 10 years of experience

Bespoke Lending Platform

Credit Scorecard

Tailor-made software and
third-party integration behind
the lending platform

Custom-built component of
the lending platform
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Business Overview
Established in 2006, Oakam initially operated as a store-based lender with 23 stores nationwide
offering customer-facing underwriting services. Today, the Company has been transformed into an allencompassing online lending platform that offers customisable products and solutions to meet
customer needs, seeking to give maximum access to credit at a lower cost.
The Company utilises its superior brand recognition within the UK-marketplace, along with its bespoke,
fully digital and highly automated cross-platform mobile application that enables a fast time-to-market
and consistent user experience. The pioneering technology-based infrastructure developed by the
Company makes it a scalable and adaptable digital platform with multiple uses.
Unlike most micro-lenders in the market, Oakam offers an alternative route to credit, by providing
maximum access to credit for those customers with a poor credit history. This is achieved through their
cloud-based, end-to-end technology platform that is highly automated and utilises real time data to
provide real time solutions and products. Their technology platform minimises the risks of falling into
regular debt for the customer through its bespoke decision-making engine technology and mobile
application service.

The Oakam platform offers two types of loans to its customers: The Oakam Loan and the Big+ Loan.
Through offering these lending solutions, the Company has developed a customer database of over
240,000 unique prospective customers. The Company has originated over £400m via 580,00 new loans
since its inception. To date, the Company comprises circa 3,900 loans with a principal balance of circa
£2.1m. The Company advise that through its unique, highly automated model and utilisation of the
Oakam brand, we understand it has allowed the Company to undercut its rivals with regards to
customer acquisition costs.
The Company is approved by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and holds a Consumer Lending
License (CLL) and a High-cost Short Term Lending License (HSTL).
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Available Assets

Goodwill in the
Brand

5

The Lending
Platform

Decision Engine:
Scorpio

Scorecard: Reptile

Website Content &
Social Media

Trade Marks and
Domain Names

Loan Book

Mobile-base App

Customer Data
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The Oakam Brand
With over 10 years of experience in the industry and its successful transition into the digital
marketplace, the Company has built an in-house reputable brand within the micro-lending
industry. Associated with fair and affordable customer-lending, Oakam has become a
convenient go-to destination for customers who need to get their finances back on track.
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580,000
loans provided to
customers

Customers recognise Oakam for empowering its customers and their financial goals through
its dedication to bringing accessible, affordable and transparent lending. When surveyed,
Over 86% of customers stated that they are either likely or highly likely to recommend Oakam
to a friend or family member.
The Company has provided loans to over 240,000 customers, specifically tailored to the
customer’s needs and supported those from any background or nationality. Customers rate
Oakam as a leading micro-lender within the industry, with over 18,500 reviews on Trustpilot
and rated Excellent.

£400m
240,000

In under two months, Oakam’s innovative digital lending app was awarded two esteemed
awards: a FStech award for the best digital launch of the year and the Credit Award for Best
Alternative Lender for short to mid-term loads. This would not have been achieved without
Oakam’s reputable brand and customer centric ethos.

Due to the brands continuous recognition and trust, the Company has significantly reduced
customer acquisitions costs. By optimising it’s advertising campaigns through it’s digital
channels, and working alongside a leading digital performance marketing agency, the
Company is able to acquire new customers at much lower costs than its rivals.
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86%
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The
Lending Platform
Oakam’s mobile lending platform is a cloud-based, end-to-end technology platform
built to provide efficient lending and underwriting services. It collects customer data to
gain a complete understanding of customers behaviours when applying for a loan and, if
successful, what they do with that loan. As a result, Oakam has built a unique fully
automated and scalable platform, allowing the smooth delivery of its lending services
throughout the customer lifecycle.

The operational architecture of the platform is a propriety system that was developed
in-house using technology products that can be reused when necessary such as scalable
“SaaS” tools for business needs and incorporating JavaScript, Open Source and AWSbased applications into the platforms tech stack for cross-functional collaboration.
The central part of the technology is a cloud-based auto-scaling infrastructure with the
use of Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure. Scalability and performance is increased
through the use of performant microservice architecture and serverless solutions
resulting in solid real-time monitoring and alerting. System events are recorded
throughout the day on a centralised Customer Data Platform to track customer
behaviours which in turn responds using automated omni-channel customer
communication tooling.
The platform leverages this infrastructure to create an automated and self-service
application to achieve 100% automation rates for customer lending which meant that
the Company no longer required human underwriters.
Using it’s own platform alongside external providers for automated underwriting,
Oakam is able to provide a seamless service throughout the customer’s journey from
the initial KYC process to the payment of the loan.
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Oakam’s Decision Engine: Scorpio
With the Company striving for a highly automated solutions platform, the team have developed a
loan decision engine named Scorpio. Scorpio has been designed as a self-contained and stateless
Python application that automates elements of the loan acceptance section of the application
process. The engine utilises a combination of 3rd party data and internally gathered information to
make informed and timely analysis in determining loan acceptance requests.
Scorpio has the ability to leverage the necessary services both internal to the Company and
external, such as ‘Equifax’, throughout the customer’s loan application. This ensures they are the
right fit. This includes cross-checking applications against credit checks, verifying I&E using data
from ONS, and using open banking to determine risk and eligibility for a loan.

Oakam’s Scorecard: Reptile
The Company have developed ‘Reptile’, a scorecard system which gathers data on the
characteristics of he customer applying for the loan. The Company advise that the data gathered
from Reptile directly feeds into Scorpio, where we understand that the inputs are integral to the
loan acceptance decision-making process.
The Reptile scorecard system can maximise accurate decision-making for scoring new customers,
calculating returns expected from defaults, and using input from customers and their credit score
reports. The Company utilises unique ‘Alternative Data’ in the form of bespoke psychometric
testing in order to develop a digital character assessment that directly feeds into the scorecard
measurement system and the customer’s loan acceptance.
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The Oakam Loan Book Portfolio
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Historically, the Company has provided loans to over 240,000 customers and
currently has a loan book portfolio that services 3,952 loans, with an outstanding
principal balance of circa £2.1m. Management project that the total cash inflows
expected are circa £1.54m from April 2022 over the next 28 months.
The loan book portfolio has historically comprised of two loan types:
Oakam Loan: a ‘High Cost, Short Term (HCST)’ loan aimed at new or 1st time repeat
customers that range from a period of 3 to 12 months, and is comprised of various
loan sizes of between £100 and £1,750, with APRs fluctuating up to circa 1,400%.
We understand that historically, 38% of the loan book portfolio are HCST loans.
‘Big Plus’ Loan: a personal loan with a typical term of 12 to 36 months, with variable
loan sizes of between £1,000 and £5,000, at APRs of circa 50% to circa 180%. These
loans are only available to existing customer that have demonstrated a strong
repayment record and an improved credit score. We understand that these loans
have historically made up 62% of the loan book portfolio.
Oakam have followed a business model approach that is actively promoted and
supported by the FCA, with the business model aiming to reward customers for good
repayment behaviour and to improve customer’s credit scores in order to provide
them access to lower cost credit in the future.
Management believe that Oakam holds one of the strongest regulatory frameworks
in the UK consumer lending market which has been validated by the Regulatory
team at Walker Morris. We understand that this is supported with no loans having
been highlighted as having affordability issues based on a remediation methodology
designed by Deloitte, and subsequently shared with the FCA.

86%

The purchaser of the assets of Oakam would not be taking on any legacy liability for
historic loans that the business originated that have since been repaid.
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The Oakam Mobile Application
Available to both iOS and Android users, the app utilises a cross-platform mobile development system and
provides customers the function to register, edit their profile, connecting to their own bank accounts through
open banking, and serving as the starting point for all new loan applications.
The app is fully self-serviced and automatically sends notifications and informs users of alterative loan
solutions.

Customer Database
An impressive GDPR-compliant customer database comprising over 240,000 customers with verified contact
details. The launch of the Oakam mobile app is the key driver behind the sizeable customer database, with
220,000 of those contacts were curated within the last two years and comprise those who have either applied
or rejected for a loan. The remainder of the contacts make up those who were the Company’s pre-existing
customers and does not include customers that have had loans written off.
All customers are subscribed to any marketing outreach and have proven to be highly responsive with over
15,000 responses to customer surveys concerning Oakam’s products and services sent out over the past 18
months

Alongside the customer database, the Company holds historical customer payment data since 2006 that has
been used to help develop its underwriting models.
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Website Content
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A sleek and professionally designed website supporting
the Oakam brand hosted at www.oakam.com.
The website is easy-to-use and provides information on
Oakam’s lending services, application function, lendingrelated blog posts and customer testimonials.

Social Media
Rights in social media assets are available across
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn and YouTube.

All accounts showcase the Oakam brand and its
services.
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Trade Marks
Trade Mark

Territory

Registration No.

Registration Date

Classes

United Kingdom

UK00002558107

10 December 2010

36

Oakam Bonus Loan

United Kingdom

UK00002617891

27 July 2012

36

Oakam Bonus Reward

United Kingdom

UK00002617892

27 July 2012

36

United Kingdom

UK00002617893

27 July 2012

36

United Kingdom

UK00002618529

27 July 2012

36
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Domain Names
bigplusloan.co.uk

bigplusloan.com

bonusloan.co.uk

bonusloan.org.uk

bonusreward.co.uk

bonusreward.org.uk

boostloan.co.uk

boostloan.org.uk

doorstepalternative.com

moneyrighthereforyou.co.uk

Moneyrighthereforyou.com

oak.am

oakam.biz

oakam.cd

oakam.co

oakam.co.uk

oakam.com

oakam.com.et

oakam.com.gh

oakam.es

oakam.id

oakam.in

oakam.info

oakam.mobi

oakam.mx

oakam.net

oakam.ng

oakam.online

oakam.org

oakam.ph

oakam.pl

oakam.ro

oakam.uk

oakamdigitalagent.com

oakamladder.co.uk

oakamladder.com

oakamlift.co.uk

oakamlift.com

oakamloan.com

oakamloans.co.uk

oakamloans.com

oakamonline.com

shortboostloan.co.uk

shortboostloan.com

shortboostloan.org.uk

thebigplusloan.co.uk

thebigplusloan.com

thebigplusloan.org.uk
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Terms & Conditions
Offers for the business and assets are due April 19, 2022 at 4pm BST.
All expressions of interest and offers should be directed to Hilco Streambank in
writing. Additional information and access to a virtual data room is available
under NDA. A Bid Submission Form for submitting offers is available on request.
The bidder acknowledges that Hilco acts as an agent for the Joint Administrators
who offer for sale only what right, title and interest the Company possess in the
assets. The information provided has not been verified by Hilco and bidders are
deemed to have carried out their own due diligence. The sale is to be completed
with the assets sold “as is, where is”, with no warranties or indemnities.

VAT, if applicable,
applies at 20%
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A buyer’s premium of
10% applies to this
sale.

VAT at 20% will be added to the price if applicable. A buyer’s premium of 10%
applies to this sale. Hilco Streambank's full Terms and Conditions apply.
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Contact the following Hilco representatives for further information:

Kerr Moir
Analyst
kmoir@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0)7593 562 910
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Meadow Lees
Analyst
mlees@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0)7548 218 240
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